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Skip the formal proofs and go straight to understanding the important concepts! MATHEMATICAL

ECONOMICS gives you all the information you need to work with economic concepts at the

intermediate or advanced level. How? MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS emphasizes the use of

mathematics in actual economic models, not through difficult proofs. The balance of theory and

application makes this the economics textbook that will help you ace the class and get ready for the

real world at the same time.
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My professor had us buy this book for a course, a class using econ and math together. In this book

every odd chapter goes over math, the even chapters goes over Econ theory and how to apply



math to them. The book was a simple read, but I feel that with supplemental reading from the

professor I was able to understand the book's material better. BUT for $10, this book is a great read

if you want read how to bridge econ and math.

The quality of the book is awesome, practically new. More importantly it was shipped right away. I'm

a state over from California so it got to me in less than 5 days. Don't remember the exact number

~3. That was awesome because this book goes along with my first graduate class. It allowed me to

start reading right away. I didn't fall behind in class waiting for it to get to me. Never write reviews,

but I want to do this person a solid like they did me. Thank you.

The book was in excellent condition. I liked it...it was almost new. Thank to the seller.

This book provides good instruction for basic techniques used in economics including Lagrange

multipliers and Kuhn-Tucker maximization. It is also a good book for linear algebra as it pertains to

economics.
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